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Say hello to mike & elia, who will be your bar
keeps for the evening
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martini
8
shaken or stirred… dry or wet… olive
or a twist… little bird & carpano dry or
cinzano dry… create your perfect martini
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took her for a drink on tuesday
7
did she decline? no
cucumber shrub, little bird, prosecco,
limoncello & love
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we were making love by wednesday
didn’t she mind? i don’t think so
ratafia, fino sherry, cellar door &
grapefruit sherbet
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7.5
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the perfect g&t
6
flawless. mediterranean fever tree tonic,
little bird & pink grapefruit
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and on thursday
8
was it for real? damn sure. pineapple juice,
banana liqueur, blanco tequila
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& friday…
7.5
what was the deal? a pretty girl aged 24.
amaro averna, pistachio orgeat, lemon,
brown sugar & egg white
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peck’em martini
7
shaken, strained & our signature. aperol,
little bird, cinzano & fresh grapefruit
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barrel aged negroni
aged in our american oak barrel. little
bird, martini rosso & campari
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& saturday…
so was she keen? she couldn’t wait.
plantation white rum, passion fruit,
lime, brown sugar, soda
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we chilled on sunday
7.5
cinnamon queen?. let me update
little bird, lillet blanc, rhubarb sugar
& lemon
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i met this girl on monday
8
what did she say? she said she’d love to
rendezous. rye whiskey,
cynar, maldon salt & lemon oils
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if anything else tickles your fancy,
please let us know!
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